
Corporate Comedian & Innovative Prop Comic,
Speaker & Event Host

https://www.kmprod.com/david-merry

Bio

Canadian David Merry is a veteran comedian, motivational speaker,
television personality and host, actor, master of ceremonies, magician and
certified golf professional. For more than 25 years, David has been one of
the top and most respected comedic entertainers in Canada and, being
internationally-known has headlined with his unique brand of comedy all over
the world. [morelink]

Topics

VIRTUAL / KEYNOTES:

Currently, David Merry has 2 very popular motivational speaking presentations:

ACCOMPLISHING: REALISTIC VS. UNREALISTIC GOAL SETTING

David shares the strategies he has learned, the formulas he’s used, inside stories with Seinfeld,
Dangerfield and other celebrities and how he still finds the time to fit in writing his third
screenplay, a sitcom and now develops film and TV properties through his newest company
True Gravity Productions. [morelink]
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MANAGING YOURSELF UNDER PRESSURE

Typically qualities like quiet, shy and stuttering do not create the perfect backbone to become
one of Canada’s premiere comedians, magicians, speakers and television hosts. As a child
David Merry had lots of friends, was confident around them but like other kids was reserved,
quiet and shy when taken out of his natural surroundings. After seeing Bob Hope on TV at the
age of 10 and then being introduced to magic by a friend at 12, he set his sights on entering the
world of entertainment. In a fascinating and hilarious journey he relates how his love of
performing outweighed his limitations, anxieties and what he did to overcome stage fright, panic
attacks and stuttering to excel in a range of occupations most people wouldn’t even consider.
[morelink]

Corporate Training:

- Tips for Public Speaking [morelink]

- Host/Emcee

- Stand-up/Prop Comedy

David Merry is represented by K&M Productions. To inquire about date availability & booking
David Merry, contact us.
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